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INTRODUCTION

Etraraggh 2

The o ete (lines 10 to 15) should end with ',he word lineali.
It should therefore read: "Th WIrking Prty tried th 12itoANdt
its Wbsiness-ao~lo thesam lies.

Line 3

Insert after the words "member States" the words "n1iatioo
Treaty" .

II MEASURES TAKEN UATTO THE DECISION OF _0 NOVEMER 2

The first sentence and the third sentence (line 4) should begin with

the words: "I .cation of the Treaty n.."

The fourth sentence (line 7) should begin with the words: "Always in

application of the Treaty and **"

: delete last sentence.

Al change last sentence to read: "No further action
has been taken during the period under review i coal and

steel products."
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Paragraph6
Line 6
Replace the words "....arrangements are made for increasing these quotas,
if necessary, .... by "d.. these quotas would eventually beincreased
Line 9
Replace the word "fixed" by "indicated".

III. OTHER MEASURES TAKEN BY THE MEMBER STATES AND BY THE COMMUNITYIN
THE FIELD OF COMMERCIAL POLICY
(The words "... by member States and by the ..." have been added to

the above title.)

Paragraph 10

In the first sentence delete the words "other aspects of the commercial

police of the Comminity, and, in particular, ...s" and insert fly* b the

member Statea and the Coauurt~..." after the word "account" (line 4).

The first sentence should therefore read:

"As indicated in paragraph 2 above, the Working Party had had the oppor-
tunity of discussing the extent to which the interests of third countries

were taken into account by the member States and the Comamity during

the period under review ....

Para2ra;h 12

Line 9

Replace the word "for" by "to facilitate".
Line 11.1

Replace the word "conviction" by hopen

Paz'farh 1

Line I

Replace the word "agreed" by "have announced their readiness .."

Paragra~h 1

Ine 3

Insert the words "atlyoraD~ wholly" after "ceontinued"
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Lines 6 - 10

The penultimate sentence should be amended to read:

"France and Germany have agreed to le3a duties at a common level

general lower than the legal rates. In addition. Germany has

lowered its legal rates to a level which. generally speaking

corresponds to the French legal rates."

Line 10

Insert after "tariff quotas" the phrase underr paragraph 15 of the

Convention, as they had already done for steel (see 6 above)".

Paragraph 15

Lines 3-4
Replace the words "the more so as, under those *.." by "as and khat. in

such ...

Replace the word "extremely" by "more".
Line 17
Put a full-stop after the word "granted", and delete the rest of the

sentence.

Paragraph 16 (see below)

Para-graph- !7' (to become Raragraxh 16)
It should read as follows (amendments being underlined):
"On thisDpoint and as regards tariff policies (the word "future" being
deleted), the representatives of the member States and of the High
Authority gave to the Working Party specific assurance that the Community
has no intention of introducing protective or restrictive policies, that

they are determined to harmonize their tariffs on Treaty products at the

end of the transitional period, and that the Community is prepared to

expedite this process of harmonization and reduction of Customs tariffs

through negotiations with the other contracting parties concerned."

ah16 '(to becoeM~,arafra h 1
Lies -- 6 '

Replace the words " o.e a permanent elimination of duties which happened
to be suspended . " by ".the Mainte ce of Cthe suse0or of
8 a duties *,
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Insert the words "in addition" after'!Lndicated".
Line 8

Insert the words "... at the end of the transitionalperiod..."after
"tariffs" .

Paragraph 18
The paragraph should end after the word "countries" (line 3).
The rest of the paragraph to be deleted.

Paragraph19
Line 7

Replace the words "Working Party" by "The Austrian delegation.
Line 10
Replace the word "it" by "the Working Party".
Line 16

Insert a full-stop after the word "result" and delete the rest of the

sentence.
Aternativ roposal
If this deletion is not accepted, the following sentence should be

added to the end of the paragraph:
"The representatives of the member States pointed out in this connection

that, according to paragraph 4 of the Convention on transitional pro-
visions, the Communityls negotiations with third countries should extend

not only to tariff questions, but generally to economic and social
relations relating to coal and steel between the Community and such
countries."

Para~r~a~h 21

1AIne 2

Insert a full-stop after the word "information"'
Replace the word "and" by"ttoft rese

tive or- the- mebe tates- as aset_ out onLa_ 15 under item YVA"

Delete the word "future"'.

NOTE: As a result of this amendment, the words "The representative of the
High Authority (page 15, item V) should read "1.r e sehiativjof
the member.States"
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This paragraph should read:

"Although agreements among producers may not be affecting directly the

interests of third countries when their influence does tot extend beyond

the common market, there cannot be any doubt that-all .ontracting parties

are most directly concerned in the existence and of export
cartels and other producers' arrangements which may inf2uence the level
of prices charged by Community exporters. Moreover it is clear that the

waiver was granted on the understanding that the member States would

ensure the full achievement of the objectives of the Treaty; and there

is no doubt that one of those objectives is to prevent restrictive practices
impeding normal competition within the Commuity so far as they relate
to coal and steel products."

he 3h -2 - -
idnel
Replace the words "gere to create" by "ruted. gratinie.

Delete the words "Leading aside the legal issues involved *sells

The first sentence would therefore begin by "Some. members .o"
Insert after the words "Working Party", the phrase ",1
issues-aside,"
>ie 2.;. , ...., -

Replace-the word 'substantial" by the word "certain".
Le ....and/.

Delete the phrase "and of the 'total production of some of it-s.emberl".
Line.

Delete the word "clear".
Line 6
Replace the word "when by the phrase if a it did do foracerin
9 .,.,,-:

Replace th6 woads SeTvn on that:---out ."by the pase A n

issue's asiop!e
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Paragraph should therefore reads

"Some members or the Working Party, leading aside -te legal isstles
involved, considered that the very existexistance export cartel covering
a certain perqtage of the total production of the community pose a

possibility that it may exert a disturttng influence on conditions of

competitionin thecommon marketitItsslf,ep.. 4 3, ais it dic do for
a certain time, the export cartel introduced a quota system to impose
discipline among its members., They feel, always leaving legal issues
aside, that the High Authority cannot a disclaim responsibility
in this matter."

Delete the words "as i in isreort".

After the word "closely" insert "as was idcated in its anr' Re
to tMe C2MmoA nAsMob& I wuhic -

been4~ 11b~d

Replace the phrase "was not in a position" by "has not had ..

(This latter phrase might be deleted).
Paraga

a
.26

This paragraph should be amended to read as follows (amendments,,.being
underlined):
"In view of the importance which they attach to the problem of cartels,
the countries of the Working Party, nors of the ECSC wish-to

refer to paragraph 32 of the report submitted last year and to express
again the hope that the High Authority will see its way to make available

to the CONTPARTIES the results of its examination of producers'
agreements, as well as the remedial measures it may decide to. take in

so far as those results or measures relate to the undertakings of the
Community under the Deoision of .0 November 1952. v.. fully aware

of the special diftioulties which the High Authority may experience-in
submitting such information and of the limitations which are imposed on

the High Authority. by, the Treaty regarding this matter. 5The,be ve

however, that, due account being taken of those diffities and
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limitations, it should be possible for the High Authority to meet, to

a certain extent, the wishes expressed by them, They noted further

that some of the studies referred to above have been completed, and that

a. discussion of the results of those studies will take place in the very

near future ees the hope that it would be possible for this

information to be made available to the CONTRACTING PARTIES when they

consider the next report."

Paragraph27

Replace the words "as well as undergo as by ",.. recalled in gg"-

Paragraph 28
Line 1
Replace the phrase "The conclusion reached by the Working Party was ..."

by "The countries of the Working.Party. non-member ofthe ECSC. considered.., "

Mae

In!ert the word !'exprt". before the word "crisis".
ine4

After the word "Community" insert the following phrase:

"The observer of the High Auth ity reafifed in this connection that

the ,High Authorit mtcosider export Drice idedntvo'the

existence of an export cartel."

Paragrah 30.

Line 2

Replace thes words.: "been achieved" by takenn ell,,e.

At the end 'of this. paragraph' add the following text:

"I his cofnnection, 'theg observer of the High Anthority made the following
remarked:
The. 001TRACTUG~PARTIES' exmmination'Must logically bear on the period.
between the dates of submission of the-first and second Annual Reports.
Consequently there could'be no discussion in the Working Party of prices
after 201-October,9 nor any allusion .to the sitiation which might exist

subsequent to the period covered by the next report by the member States

to the CONTRACTING PARITIES41 Futhermore, he declared that the figures
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communicated to the Working Party did not show any substantial disparity
between export prices and plies on the common market. For most of the

categories of steel for which prices had been supplied, the export prices

tended rather to be lower than internal market prices, and it was only
and not especially for certain types of sheets and plates that a certain

disparity, not in the least substantial, had been noted between export

prices and those prevailing in the internal market."

Paragraph 32

Lines 6 - 8
After the words "in his opinion v*." delete the words "|.. any judgement
on equitable prices could be reached only on the basis of actual prices,
and, in this instances .

Line 13
Insert after the words "lower than" the words "or equal to".

Line 14
After the word "market" add the following text:
"In the opinion of the High Authority, the statement made on the fairness

of prices in paragraph 11 of the second report by the member States could

not therefore be refuted."

Paragraph 33
Line 18
Replace the phrase "followed the lead of Community prices" by "were

alUged on Community export prices".
At the end of the paragraph add the following text:

"He pointed out in this connection that it was impossible to neglect the

influence exercised on prices by the competition of meditufsizedand
small traders. Moreover there did exist on the world steel market real

and potential competition between the large-scale producers and) lastly,
for certain categories of steel the most important sellers on the world

market were not within the Community,"
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Line 5

Replace the words "The Working Party also suggests" by "It was also
suggested ...".

At the end of the paragraph add the following texts

"The observer of the High Authority pointed out that while desiring to

facilitate the work of the contracting parties to the greatest extent

possible, he could make no firm promise on the subject, in view of the

fact that the High Authority must always take into account thb limits

imposed on, it by the need for business secrecy."

IV. CONCLUSION

Paragraph 38
Line 2
Insert before the word "report" the words "second annual".

Delete the word "definite"

Delete the last sentence.

Pararaph 39.
Delete the first sentence.

Paraaranh 40
Lines 2 - 4

Replace the words "ce. of the formal undertaking of the member States to

achieve the objectives of the Treaty they had concluded .1." byt"r of

the formal commitment undertaken by the member States to achieve the

objectives of the Treaty w.e.e

Paragraph 41
Insert the following text at the beginning of the paragraph;
"The representatives of the member countries stated that they ir he way

ignored those considerations and that the measures taken by the Community

definitely showed that they have always been aware of their obligation3e"

Laie
Delete the word "1surely'R,
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Lie
Replace the words "The Working Party feels ..." by "Some members of the

Working Party feel ...".

Line 9

Replace the words "might have been" by "they".

At the end of the paragraph add the following text:

"In this conneaotdoxthe Italian delegation recalled that the method of

integration of Italy in the common market was regulated by paragraph 30

of the Convention which could have permitted a slower rhythm of

integration. As regards harmonization, member States recalled that

the Community was still ready to expedite it by means of negotiations."

Paragraph 42
To be deleted.

Paragraph 43

Paragraph 43 should iead as follows:
"The Working Party has duly noted in Part III of this Report the specific

measures taken during the period under review to give effect to the

commitments of the member States of the Commumity that they would follow
a liberal policy and take account of the interests of third countries both

as consumers and as suppliers of coal and steel products, as well as the

assurances given in the course of the discussion regarding the futures"

Paragraph 4

Delete the present text and replace it by the following:
"The discussion had brought out certain questions of principle which

the Working Party felt obliged to bring tu the attention of the con-

tracting parties. In fact, a certain divergency of views had been

shown by the members of the Working Party in connection with the exact

scope. of the waiver."

Paragraph~ 4

Line 10
Delete the) last two sentences and replace them by the following text which

should be a new paragraph:
"The representatives of the member States expressed their anxiety at

the interpretation which might be given to the commitments deriving frM

a waiver drafted in 1952 if the tendencies shown in those statements
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were to be followed; they considered for their part that the waiver

which had been granted to them included two sorts of commitments; those

taken between member Statos within the context of the Treaty and the

Convention on Transitional Provisions, which were referred to in the

waiver itself, and those taken vis-A-vis the contracting parties.

"They considered, moreover, that a certain number of assurances had been

given to the contracting parties including that which required that they

should be supplied with information on the Community's activities, on

the understanding that such information was not always suitable for

discussion by the contracting partieal
"The Working Party recognized that these questions warranted thorough

consideration and even suggested that before proceeding to consider the

third annual report by the member States, the contracting parties should

define the interpretation to be given to the above-mentioned provisions
of the Decision."

Paragrapk 46
Replace the present text by the following:

"The Working Party noted the assurances given by the authorities

responsible for the application of the Treaty that they were fully aware

of the importance 0. problems connected with the supply of coal and steel

to third countries. These problems had been discussed during the

Working Party's sessions by certain members who did not doubt that the

setting up of a Community which was the main source of supplies for two

of the most essential materials for industrial production might alter

the conditions of competition on world markets, These same members

considered that any agreement regarding export prices between the

producers of such a Community might adversely affect the interests
of consumers in third countries.
The authorities responsible for the Treaty had then expressed their

readiness to intervene if export prices became inequitable."
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Paragraph h7
Replace the present text by the following:

"In conclusion, the Working Party noted that the member States of the

ECSC had met their obligation tD keep the contracting parties informed

of the measures taken by them for the integral application of the Treaty.

In view of paragraphs 31 and 32 of this Report and the various information

submitted to it, the Working Party placed on record its opinion that

the export prices charged by the Community producers have not been

inequitable. It considered that on the whole the interests of third

countries had been protected during the period covered by the Second

Annual Report by member States."


